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Dinh Tien Hoang Secondary School 

Class 9/A 

Name:...................................................... 

ONE PERIOD TEST 4 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH 9 

DATE: ........./ 04/ 2018 

 

I. LISTENING 

A. Listen and choose True (T) or False (F)? Check  ( ) the boxes. (1.0 point) 

 T F 

1. Thuy’s grandma wants Thuy to turn off TV.   

2. Ha Noi and areas to the North will be windy.   

3. There will be thunderstorms over the central highlands.   

4. Her grandma tells her to bring along a raincoat.   

B. Listen again and choose the correct answer: (1.0 point) 

1. The south-central coast can be expect_______________. 

A. earthquake   B. thunderstorm  C. sowstorm   

2. Areas around the Cuu Long Delta can be expect__________during the day. 

A. clouds   B. snows   C. winds 

3. Thuy is preparing for a_________ with some of her friends. 

A. camping   B. fishing   C. picnic 

4. The weather forecast said that it would be___________tomorrow. 

A. cloudy   B. snowy   C. sunny 

II.Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the rest (1.0 ps) 

1. A. unite     B. lunch   C. shut   D. cut 

2. A. thunderstorm  B. earthquake             C. weather  D. healthy 

3. A. precious                       B. decide                    C. describe                D. destroy 

4. A. account    B. cloudy   C. household   D. resource  

III / LANGUAGE FOCUS: 

A. Complete these sentences by choosing the correct words or phrases: (2.0 points) 

1. The people______________ live in Vietnam speak Vietnamese. 

A. which           B. who             C. whom               D. when 

2.We will go ______________ a picnic next week? 

A. in           B. at             C. on               D. to 

3.There is too much traffic ____________ , the air is polluted. 

A. Therefore           B. Since             C. However               D. But 

4. Hue will have temperatures ___________23
0
C and 27

0
C tomorrow. 

A. at           B. between             C. in               D. with 

5. Lan’s parents bought a new house____________they visited two months ago. 

A. which           B. who             C. whom               D. when 

6. They like Asian food_________________is sold in this market. 

A. that          B. who             C. where               D. when 

7. An area of land with hills or mountains is called______________. 

A. regions           B. territories             C. highlands               D. environment 

8. When a tropical storm reaches 120 kilometers per hour, it is called______________in 

North and South America. 

A. hurricane         B. typhoon      C. cyclone               D. volcano 
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IV. READING 

 Read carefully the passage: 

In the USA, people celebrate Mother’s day and Father’s day. Mother’s day is celebrated on the second 

Sunday in May. On this occasion, mother usually receives greeting cards and gifts from her husband and 

children. The best gifts of all American Mom are a day of leisure (rảnh rỗi). The majority of American 

mothers have outside jobs as well as housework, so their working days are very often hard. Flower is an 

important part of Mother’s day. Mothers often given a plant for the occasion, particularly if they are 

elderly. 

Father’s day is celebrated throughout the USA and Canada on the third Sunday in June. The holiday 

customs are similar to Mother’s day. Dad is also receives greeting cards and gifts from his family and 

enjoys a day of leisure. 

A. Check true (T) or false (F): (1.0 point) 

1. (_____). Mother’s day and Father’s day are celebrated in around the world. 

2. (_____). Mothers have to work hard on Mother’s day. 

3. (_____). Flower is an important part of Mother’s Day. 

4. (_____). Father’s day is celebrated on 3
rd

 in June. 

B. Answer the questions: (2,0 points) 

1. Where do people celebrate Father’s day and Mother’s day? 

→....................................................................................................................... 

2. When is Mother’s day celebrated? 

→....................................................................................................................... 

3. Do the majority of American mothers to work hard every day? 

→........................................................................................................................ 

4. Where is Father’s day celebrated? 

→........................................................................................................................... 

IV. WRITING 

A. Underline and correct the mistake in each sentence: (0,5 point) 

1. I am looking forward to hear from you for the information.      (______________) 

2. The man who she is speaking to is my teacher.                     (______________) 

B. Fill in each blank with one suitable preposition.(0,5pt) 
1. I am fond (1) ……… watching TV. 

2. I am interested  (2) ……… reading books. 

C. Join the sentences using the word in the bracket: (0,5 point) 

1. The children broke the window. They live in the next street. (who) 

→......................................................................................................................... 

2. Thanh is studying hard. She wants to pass the exam. (because) 

→........................................................................................................................ 

D. Rewrite the sentences so that they are nearest in meaning to the sentence printed before them( 0,5pt) 

1. It rained heavily,but the soccer match went on. 

=> Despite .............................................................................................. 

2. Yesterday I met an old friend. I hadn’t seen him for years        

=> Yesterday  I met...................................................................................................... 
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ANSWER KEYS 

I. LISTENING 

A. Listen and choose True (T) or False (F)? Check  ( ) the boxes. (1.0 point) 

 T F 

1. Thuy’s grandma wants Thuy to turn off TV.  F 

2. Ha Noi and areas to the North will be windy.  F 

3. There will be thunderstorms over the central highlands. T  

4. Her grandma tells her to bring along a raincoat. T  

B. Listen again and choose the correct answer: (1.0 point) 

1. The south-central coast can be expect_______________. 

A. earthquake   B. thunderstorm  C. sowstorm   

2. Areas around the Cuu Long Delta can be expect__________during the day. 

A. clouds   B. snows   C. winds 

3. Thuy is preparing for a_________ with some of her friends. 

A. camping   B. fishing   C. picnic 

4. The weather forecast said that it would be___________tomorrow. 

A. cloudy   B. snowy   C. sunny 

II.Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the rest (1.0 ps) 

1. A. unite     B. lunch   C. shut   D. cut 

2. A. thunderstorm  B. earthquake             C. weather  D. healthy 

3. A. precious                       B. decide                    C. describe                D. destroy 

4. A. Account    B. Cloudy   C. Household   D. Resource  

III / LANGUAGE FOCUS: 

A. Complete these sentences by choosing the correct words or phrases: (2.0 points) 

1. The people______________ live in Vietnam speak Vietnamese. 

A. which           B. who             C. whom               D. when 

2.We will go ______________ a picnic next week? 

A. in           B. at             C. on               D. to 

3.There is too much traffic ____________ , the air is polluted. 

A. Therefore           B. Since             C. However               D. But 

4. Hue will have temperatures ___________23
0
C and 27

0
C tomorrow. 

A. at           B. between             C. in               D. with 

5. Lan’s parents bought a new house____________they visited two months ago. 

A. which           B. who             C. whom               D. when 

6. They like Asian food_________________is sold in this market. 

A. that          B. who             C. where               D. when 

7. An area of land with hills or mountains is called______________. 

A. regions           B. territories             C. highlands               D. environment 

8. When a tropical storm reaches 120 kilometers per hour, it is called______________in 

North and South America. 

A. hurricane         B. typhoon      C. cyclone               D. volcano 

     IV. READING 
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A. Check true (T) or false (F): (1.0 point) 

 

1F  2F  3T  4.F 

B.  Answer the questions: (2,0 points) 

1. People celebrate Mother’s day and Father’s day In the USA. 

2. Mother’s Day is celebrated on the second Sunday in May. 

3. Yes, they do. 

4  Father’s day is celebrated throughout the USA and Canada. 

 

IV. WRITING 

A. Underline and correct the mistake in each sentence: (0,5 point) 

1.I am looking forward to hear from you for the information.     (____HEARING__) 

2.The man who she is speaking to is my teacher.                     (_____WHOM______) 

B. Fill in each blank with one suitable preposition.(0,5pt) 
1. I am fond (1) …OF…… watching TV. 

      2. I am interested  (2) …IN…… reading books. 

C. Join the sentences using the word in the bracket: (0,5 point) 

1.The children who live in the next street broke the window. (who) 

2.Thanh is studying hard because she wants to pass the exam. (because) 

D. Rewrite the sentences so that they are nearest in meaning to the sentence printed before them(0,5pt) 

1.=>Despite .raining hard, the soccer match went on. 

      2  =>Yesterday  I met  an old friend whom I hadn’t seen  for years.       
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